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What the Country wants from you, Hon’ble Finance Minister:
‘Ache Din’
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The Union Budget of India for Financial Year 2015-16 is going to be presented by the
Hon’ble Finance Minister on the floor of the Parliament on 28th February 2015. The
Budget is of course, a financial document, which shows the Receipt and
Expenditure of the Government of India as well as the Revenue Deficit, the effective
Revenue Deficit, the Fiscal Deficit and the Primary Deficit. In simple terms, the
Hon’ble Minister is going to explain where he is going to raise money (i.e. thru
taxes) from and how he is going to spend (i.e. on welfare activities) that money. So
in other words he is going to try to be the Robin Hood of the Modern Era, by taking
from the rich and spending on the welfare of the ‘aam admi’. Now that is where the
story gets a little more tricky, with issues arising on whom are the ‘rich’, who is the
‘aam admi’ and what welfare spending is most urgently required for the short term
and for the long term progress of the country. This is exactly why the annual Budget
Parade is such a big event across media channels, Business Houses and drawing
rooms of ordinary citizens- because it affects every Indian. Everyone has an opinion
about how, their lives can be made easier and what they expect their Government to
do for them under a Democracy. The optimist Indian is still waiting, after the
election bandwagon, big speeches and Sloganeering (Make in India, Digital India et
al) , Presidential visits, how Team Modi will bring them “Ache Din” almost like a
Bollywood blockbuster ending.
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In big cities it is easy to spot the ‘rich’ in their big Rolls Royce cars and Private Jets
between airport lounges and Five Star Hotels. However, the list becomes blurry in a
country as big as India with the new ‘rich’ coming from smaller towns and from
businesses not earlier known for producing the ‘Mera Baap Kaun Hain’ frat pack. The
new ‘rich’ is all the more zealous in their pursuit of the good life and with a larger
risk appetite, is far less compliant than the usual suspects who are low hanging
fruits for the Tax Man. The income tax base in a country of over 1 billion has always
been alarmingly low (about 2.89% i.e. 36 mn people), with the number of uber rich as
per the Income Tax Returns (ITR) remains limited to the thousands. One of the big
reasons for this – Corruption in India is one of the highest in the world. Compliance
is low because people feel that their tax money will get ill spent and diverted into
Swiss bank accounts of politicians. Demonstrated quick action is required against
corruption to ensure better tax compliance. At the same time, easier compliance and
easier tax laws are also required to reduce the administrative burden to the ‘aam
admi’. The issue of black money is such a big Black Hole, having ripple effect across
society, and where concerted efforts over many years from a determined and strong
willed Prime Minister is required.
Then we have the ‘aam admi’, a class which everybody loves talking about and
appease but the needs of which are very disparate – from the usual ‘Kapda Roti
Makaan’ to the new requirements of ‘Jobs, Roads, Electricity, School, Healthcare’.
The average Joe is finding it difficult to meet the EMI on his car and meet the rising
costs of schooling, healthcare and electricity. He’s looking towards the Government
to reduce his burden somehow. The various Welfare Schemes that the Government
has come out with has had limited success and now require the use of technology to
aid a transparent delivery system with proper accountability. Aadhar was touted as
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the equivalent of the Social Security Card in the US with citizens becoming eligible
to the various Schemes and getting tracked using the Aadhar card. The same has
had limited success with the impact not being nearly as large as initially imagined.
In the Budget 2015, in the view of RNM the following innovative steps should be
taken to kickstart the growth momentum, which was the main election plank on
which the Modi Government won such a mammoth mandate from the public:1. Ease of Doing Business
1.1

All tax payments (direct tax or indirect tax; Central or State or Local),
should be thru a single integrated PAN based system without requiring
separate registrations.

1.2

Conversion of Firm to LLP, which is a much more efficient structure, be
encouraged by permitting same PAN to be used, simply thru name
change process

1.3

In respect of the jurisdiction of India in international transactions to tax
Interest, Royalty and Fee for Technical Services u/s 9(1)(v), 9(1)(vi) and
9(1)(vii) respectively, the Explanation inserted by Finance Act, 2010
w.r.e.f. 01-06-1976 to be deleted. The said Explanation causes undue
hardship, in so far as overseas parties with no residence or business
connection or place of business in India become liable for tax in India.
This will encourage free trade and transfer of technology to India.

1.4

Setting up of government funded Incubators across all metro cities for
fostering a culture of Innovation among Start Ups, to be operated on
PPP model where private entrepreneurs will provide Mentoring services.
Such incubators should have a tie up with all Universities in their local
region.
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Time bound automatic refunds of tax to be encouraged. Currently high
value refunds above Rs. 400,000-500,000 still get held up in delays.

1.6

Easy winding up process to be permitted for Start Up Companies.

2. Encouragement to Solar Power generation units thru extension of tax holiday
schemes
3. To strengthen the domestic retail sector by enabling greater organized retail trade,
provide tax holiday to domestic retailers whom get foreign or domestic
Franchises, where Franchisor has invested in backend Supply Chain (including
warehouse, cold chain, Training facilities for Sales Agents, Merchandising
Support) of Rs. 100 cr. and above.
4. Retrospective Tax impact to be removed and made only prospective.
5. Reduction of MAT Rate and Solar Power generators to be excluded from MAT.
6. At present MAT is levied u/s 115JB of the Act. And the reduction permitted to
arrive at Book Profits is the amount of loss brought forward or unabsorbed
depreciation, which ever is less as per Books as per Books of Account. (clause (iii)
sub clause (2) to section 115JB. This sub-clause nullifies the impact and enhances
effective MAT rate. This clause is required to be omitted so that genuine losses
incurred by corporates are not excluded to arrive at MAT profits.
7. Incentive to Sports Training & Coaching Academies and Sports Clubs established
with foreign collaborations, for developing, operating world class Olympic
sports soft skills to Indian persons thru 5 year tax holiday.
8. To bring FDI, clarity on tax laws, among foreign investors

General Anti

Avoidance Regulations (GAAR) requires to be omitted from the Statute.
9. Keeping in view slow growth rate of economy, considering high interest cost,
Dividend Distribution Tax (DDT) presently levied on corporate to be abolished
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and tax to be levied on recipient individuals and accordingly erstwhile section
80L to reintroduced, to exempt small investors.
10. Reduction in Corporate rate of taxation, by abolishing Surcharge in the form of
Education Cess introduced as temporary measure which is being continued.
11. Section 80 C limit prescribed for repayment of housing loan of Rs. 1,50,000/- in
order to meet the construction of houses and to build smart cities to be enhanced
to Rs. 2,50,000/**********T H E E N D **********
Contributions :
By CA Raghu Marwah
Managing Partner

& By CA K. Sunder
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DISCLAIMER
R. N. Marwah & Co LLP (hereafter referred as RNM) has taken due care and caution in compilation and presenting factually correct data contained herein above. While RNM has made every
effort to ensure that the information /data being provided is accurate, RNM does not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of any data/information in this Article and the same
is meant for the use of the recipient and not for circulation. Readers are advised to satisfy themselves about the merits and details of each article and the information contained therein, before
taking any decision. RNM does not hold themselves liable for any consequences, legal or otherwise arising out of the use of any such information/data and further states that it has no
financial liability whatsoever to the recipient/readers of this newsletter. RNM nor any of its partners/employees/representatives do not accept any liability for any direct or consequential
loss arising from the use of information /data contained in this newsletter or any information /data generated from this newsletter. Any dispute arising in future shall be, subject to the
court(s) at Delhi.
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